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6
IT ’S NOT JUST THE DEFECTS - A

CURVED CRYSTAL STUDY OF H2O
DESORPTION FROM AG

We investigate water desorption from hydrophobic surfaces using two curved Ag sin-
gle crystals centered at (111) and (001) apices. On these types of crystals the step
density gradually increases along the curvature, allowing us to probe large ranges of
surface structures in between the (001), (111) and (110) planes. Subtle differences
in desorption of submonolayer water coverages point toward structure dependen-
cies in water cluster nucleation. The B-type step on hydrophobic Ag binds water
structures more strongly than adjacent (111) planes, leading to preferred desorption
from steps. This driving force is smaller for A-type steps on (111) terraces. The A’-
type step flanked by (001) terraces shows no indication of preferred desorption from
steps. Extrapolation to the (311) surface, not contained within either curved surface,
demonstrates that both A- and A’-type steps can be regarded chemically identical for
water desorption. The different trends in desorption temperature on the two crys-
tals can thus be attributed to stronger water adsorption at (001) planes than at (111)
planes and identical to adsorption at the step. These results show that our approach
to studying the structure dependence of water desorption is sensitive to variations in
desorption energy smaller than ’chemical accuracy’, i.e. 1 kcal/mol.

This chapter is based on the following publication:
Sabine V. Auras, Robert A. B. van Bree, Dima L. Bashlakov, Richard van Lent, and Ludo B. F. Juurlink. It’s
not just the defects – a curved crystal study of H2O desorption from Ag. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 21
15422–15430 (2019).
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6.1. INTRODUCTION

W
ATER IS UBIQUITOUS on our planet and crucial to many processes both in

nature and industry. As such, the study of water sparks interest in many

different areas of research, from meteorology and astronomy to physics,

chemistry, and engineering. Specifically, the interface of water with metal surfaces,

relevant for electrochemistry, corrosion phenomena, and others, is complex and

highly structure sensitive. Despite many years of research in this area, the under-

lying principles that determine water structures on different metals are not yet fully

understood.[1, 2]

Generally, water on metal surfaces tends to form 2D clusters with distinct struc-

tures at sufficiently low temperatures, due to a low diffusion barrier even at those

temperatures.[2] At sub-monolayer coverages, adsorption is influenced by the com-

petition between water-metal bonding and the internal hydrogen bonding of water

networks. As a consequence, three types of adsorption are found: wetting, non-

wetting and (partially) dissociative.

The exact structure of adsorbed water is highly surface dependent and can have a

strong influence on the resulting adsorption/desorption behaviour. We have previ-

ously shown this for water adsorption on Pt(111) surfaces.[3–6] There, nucleation of

ice preferentially happens at step edges. The subsequent growth depends not only on

the width of the adjacent terrace but differences were also observed for the two dif-

ferent step types found on (111) terraces, A- and B-type steps.[3] To understand the

principles of water adsorption it is therefore necessary to not only consider high sym-

metry facets, but also the influence of lower coordinated sites, which can have deviant

reactivities, adsorption or desorption properties. However, while there is substantive

literature on water on close packed surfaces of various metals, less is known about

surfaces with a more open symmetry.

This study focuses on differences in water adsorption on Ag surfaces with differ-

ent terrace and step geometries. As Ag is a less reactive metal than Pt, the changes

in adsorption on different surfaces are expected to be even more subtle. Ag sur-

faces are known to be non-wetting for the first layer of H2O. Their weak metal-water

interactions[7] cause the formation of 3D clusters that optimise hydrogen bonding

in the water network. On Ag(100) 3D clusters are found even before the first layer is

completed.[8] Subsequent multilayer water adsorption can result in the formation of

amorphous solid water (ASW) or crystalline ice (CI); the transition from ASW to CI on

water happens at >145 K. [9, 10]

In an early flash desorption study comparing Ag surfaces on a small spherical crys-

tal it was found that Ag(100) and Ag(111) have the same 0th order desorption fea-

ture at 170 K (in agreement with a study on Ag(311)). The resulting desorption en-

ergy matched the sublimation energy of ice.[11] The authors therefore concluded
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that ASW on Ag is not substrate dependent and sublimates freely. However, it is

known that water on Ag(111) exclusively forms clusters of hexamers up to nonamers

at very low coverages, while with increasing coverage larger amorphous clusters start

to dominate.[12] It is therefore possible that at low coverages water adsorption has

surface dependencies that were not observed in the earlier study.

Here we report that despite identical behaviour of multilayers of ASW on the different

Ag surfaces, substrate dependence is observable for sub-monolayer adsorption. We

use our curved crystal approach to examine these effects that would likely not be ob-

servable with a traditional flat single-crystal approach. Two curved Ag single crystals

allow for easy variation of surface structure in order to examine small influences of

step type and density. The two crystals, one with (111) the other with (001) terraces,

linearly increase their step density from 0.01 nm−1 at the apex to >1 nm−1 at the sides.

6.2. EXPERIMENTAL

Cleaning and structural investigation by electron diffraction of the curved Ag crystals

described in this study were performed using a UHV instrument with a base pressure

of 1.5 · 10−10 mbar as measured with an uncallibrated cold cathode pressure gauge

(PFEIFFER IKR 261). It is equipped with a BALZERS QME 200 quadrupole mass spec-

trometer (QMS) used for residual gas analysis (RGA), a Low Energy Electron Diffrac-

tion (LEED) apparatus consisting of an electron gun (LEG 24) and LEED optics (VG,

RVL-900), a sputter gun (PREVAC IS 40C1), and a hot cathode pressure gauge con-

trolled by a MULTI VARIAN controller. After trying different cleaning procedures, it

was found that both crystals could be cleaned over their entire surface areas by 10 min

Ar+ sputtering at low sputtering currents (0.5 µA) from low sputtering energies (0.25

kV). We sputtered under a 45° angle from the apex so that ions approached the surface

along the step edges. Subsequently, crystals were annealed for 20 minutes at 670 K.

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) images were taken in a commercial vacuum

system (OMICRON) consisting of a preparation and analysis chamber, as well as a load

lock for transferring samples in and out of vacuum. Preparation and analysis cham-

ber both had a base pressure of 2 · 10−10 mbar measured by two individual Bayard-

Alpert type manometers and could be separated by a gate valve. The Omicron STM

system has been described in detail before.[13]

Spatially resolved temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) experiments were

carried out in a third UHV chamber with a base pressure of 9·10−11 mbar as measured

with a uncalibrated cold cathode pressure gauge (PFEIFFER IKR 261). This system has

been described previously as well.[4, 14] Cleaning of samples followed the same pro-

cedure that had been confirmed by LEED and STM to deliver clean and well-defined

surfaces. Water (MILLIPORE, 18.2 MΩ) was degassed by multiple freeze-pump-thaw

cycles prior to dosing. The water flask was part of a homebuilt dosing system based
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on the design of a capillary array doser and exposed to 1.1 bar He as a carrier gas at

a water temperature of 323 K. The gas mixture was subsequently directly dosed onto

the crystal at 90 K. The lowest coverages shown in this paper were achieved by deter-

mining the lowest dose that still resulted in an observable desorption signal. In the

case of c-Ag(111) this was 4 L (He/H2O), in the case of Ag(001) 8 L (He/H2O). A second

quadrupole mass spectrometer(BALTZERS QMA400) in a differentially pumped stage

was separated from the main chamber by a plate with a 0.5 x 5 mm2 rectangular slot.

In order to optimize the spatial resolution during TPD experiments, the crystal was

brought in close proximity of the slot and aligned parallel to it. TPDs were performed

at a temperature rate of 1 K/s, going from 90 K to 270 K.

To mount either of the two curved Ag samples in the UHV instruments, it was held

by a polycrystalline Ag cap onto a Cu baseplate. Two screws firmly attached the cap

to the plate. The assembly was attached to a Cu extension of a bath cryostat using

two screws at the top of the Cu base plate. Crystal temperatures as low as 88 K can

be reached. The Cu base plate was heated radiatively or by electron bombardment

with a commercial light bulb filament positioned behind the crystal assembly. The

crystal temperature was measured with a type-K thermocouple inserted into a small

opening between the crystal and the Ag cap. To obtain temperature control we used

a PID controller (EUROTHERM 2416).

The curved crystals may be viewed as 31 ° sections of a cylinder with a 15 mm radius

that has its rotational axis along the [11̄0] direction. On the c-Ag(111)31° [11̄0] crystal,

the section is centered at the [111] vector as depicted in figure 6.1a). The macroscopic

curvature is caused by decreasing (111) terraces separated by (001)-oriented steps at

one side (blue section in figure 6.1a) ) and (110)-oriented steps at the other side of the

crystal (red section). These two different step types are referred to as A- and B-type

respectively.[15] Their atomic structure in bird’s eye view and side view can be found

in figure 6.1 a) and b) respectively. Step densities on this crystal go up to 0.114 Å−1 at

the edges, which corresponds to stepped surfaces with 8.77 Å wide terraces. Respec-

tively, the c-Ag(001)31° [11̄0] crystal is centered at [001]. To both sides of the (001)

apex steps with {111}-oriented microfacets cause the curvature. In the absence of re-

structuring, surfaces range from (001) at the middle of the crystal to a step density of

0.132 Å−1, or 7.58 Å wide terraces, at the outer edges. We suggest the nomenclature of

c-Ag(111)31° [11̄0] and c-Ag(001)31° [11̄0] to fully describe the crystallographic prop-

erties of these crystals, however for the sake of brevity we will use the shorter notation

of c-Ag(111) and c-Ag(001) to distinguish the two crystals within this paper.

As figure 6.1a) illustrates, the hollow site of steps on the (001) terraces resembles the

hollow site of A-type steps on (111) terraces. We consequently note them as A’-type

steps. This hollow site, known as a B5 site,[16] consists of 5 atoms arranged in a square

site adjacent to a triangular site. This site is a (311) microfacet. The crystallographic

orientation of (311) relative to the (001) and (111) surfaces is indicated in figure 6.1a).
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Figure 6.1: Schematic drawings of orientation and surface structures of the two curved crystals employed
in this study. a) Orientation of the c-Ag(001)31° [11̄0] (green) and c-Ag(111)31° [11̄0] (blue and red) crystals
on a cylinder with its rotational axis along [11̄0]. Below the step types that separate (001)/(111) terraces
on the two crystals respectively. Also shown, the (311) surface and its unit cell, and how this surface can
be seen as consisting of only A- or only A’-type steps. b) Schematic microscopic side view of the two crys-
tals, indicating parameters used in equation 6.1. In the center, the crystals feature wide terraces. As the
crystal curves to the sides, steps are introduced to accommodate the macroscopic curvature. c) Drawing
of the macroscopic shape of the crystals linking macroscopic properties of the crystal (angle of curvature,
distance from apex), to microscopic properties found on the surface, i.e. Miller indices of surface struc-
tures at specific points of the crystal. Positions of measurements in figure 6.4 are indicated in blue, red,
and green with their respective step densities. Step densities for monoatomic steps do not follow the same
scale on the two crystals because of different step heights on (001) and (111) terraces, as indicated in b).
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While we cannot investigate this surface directly, we approach it from two sides on

two separate crystals.

Both crystals used here have the same dimensions: 8 mm along the length across a

curvature of 31°and a width of 7 mm at the widest part of the crystal. Figure 6.1c)

indicates positions across the crystals where our measurements were carried out and

the prevailing step density at that position in case of monoatomic height steps. The

figure also indicates the Miller indices of some commonly used vicinal surfaces and

where they can be found on our curved crystals.

6.3. RESULTS

Results for the curved Ag(111) crystal have been published before, but were newly

analysed from the raw data here for consistent comparison with the curved Ag(001)

crystal, leading to new insights.[14]

6.3.1. SURFACE STRUCTURE INVESTIGATION

In order to confirm that the crystal surface exhibits the structures we would predict at

each position on the crystal, we first investigate the surface structure and cleanliness

with LEED and STM.

LEED is a useful technique to acquire information on the overall order of a surface.

While expected diffraction patterns at the low Miller index surfaces at the center of

the crystals are easy to construct, at angles away from the apex, the crystal curvature

causes periodic steps on the surface. The offset between successive terraces yields

additional diffraction,[17] that can be described according to equation 6.1 [18]:

∆ϕ=λ/[(N a + g )cosϕ−d sinϕ] (6.1)

where λ is the wavelength of the electron beam, N is the number of atom rows within

one terrace (including the step edge), a is the separation of atom rows in Å, g is the

horizontal shift of the top layer in Å and d is the step height in Å. Parameters are

visualized in figure 6.1b). As a consequence, split spots appear in the LEED patterns.

The length of spot splitting relative to the row spacing in LEED patterns of stepped

surfaces is dependent on terrace length. Van Hove and Somorjai[19] calculated these

ratios for a large number of different surface structures.

The low energy electron diffraction pattern was checked over the entire surface areas

of the two crystals to ensure cleanliness and the absence of faceting. Additionally, the

energy dependence of the (0,0) spot splitting behaviour was examined according to

Henzler[18] to confirm the presence of mono-atomic steps across the crystals, as has

also been previously described for a similar curved Ag crystal.[20]
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After sufficient cleaning, the apices yielded the typical hexagonal and square patterns

for the (111) and (001) surfaces respectively. As figure 6.2a) displays, diffraction spots

at the apices are well-defined and symmetrically round. Moving away from the apex

results in elongated, oval-shaped spots that eventually split into two spots. Spot split-

ting then increases linearly with angle away from the apex in both cases. Figure 6.2b)

plots the measured spot splitting to row spacing ratios (ss/rs) at different positions

on the crystal surface, which follows the predicted values closely.[19] The different

slope of ss/rs on the c-Ag(111) and c-Ag(001) crystals is a direct result of the differ-

ence in step height on (111) and (001) terraces, as indicated in figure6.1b). Larger

step heights require fewer steps, i.e. a smaller step density, on a flat terrace to achieve

the same tilt in surface normal, thus a smaller spot splitting will be observed. The

ratio between ss/rs on the stepped Ag(111) surfaces (slope111=0.021/1°) and ss/rs on

the stepped Ag(001) surfaces (slope100=0.0245/1°) is 0.857. The inverse of the ratio

between step heights (d111=2.36 A and d100=2.04 A) is 0.864.

STM images (figure 6.2c) ) from the apices of the two crystals and the sides confirm

cleanliness as well as the absence of faceting and show large arrays of ordered steps

with the predicted orientation. Images show frizzy step edges as commonly found on

Ag surfaces.[20–22]

On the c-Ag(111) crystal, white protrusions appear over <2 % of the surface area. As

they cannot be removed by extensive cleaning procedures, they appear to be chemi-

cally inert and likely remnants of the polishing process. While the mean terrace width

expected at each position along the curvature is not affected by these protrusions,

they impact the regular ordering of the terrace arrays, by pinning the steps. Checking

their occurrence at different positions on the surface gives a uniform density over the

entire range of the c-Ag(111) crystal. Therefore they cannot be the cause for structure

dependencies in water desorption discussed in this paper. On the c-Ag(001) crys-

tal, while the overall step density is as expected, we find large variations between the

widths of terraces as well as within individual terraces. At more highly stepped sur-

faces, very regular arrays of terraces are found.

6.3.2. TEMPERATURE PROGRAMMED DESORPTION

TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION

TPD is a technique demonstrating the differences between accuracy and precision

in scientific measurements. The precision with which the temperature can be mea-

sured during TPD can be influenced by different factors, such as temperature gra-

dients across the surface due to non-uniform heating or fast heating-ramps. In gen-

eral, however, temperatures can be recorded very precise and reproducible within the

same set of data. On the other hand accuracy, i.e. absolute values, are often difficult

to compare between different samples. Amongst others, small differences in ther-
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Figure 6.2: a) Top row: LEED images from the c-Ag(111) crystal. At the center of the crystal (black frame) the
hexagonal diffraction pattern expected from (111) surfaces is observed. Left and right images: diffraction
patterns showing spot splitting, obtained at 1.5 mm from the apex to the side with A-type steps (blue frame)
and 1.5 mm to the side with B-type steps(red frame). Bottom row: LEED images from the c-Ag(001) crystal.
At the center of the crystal (grey frame) the square diffraction pattern characteristic for (001) surfaces is
observed. LEED patterns obtained at 1.5 mm from the apex on both sides (green frames) produce the
same spot splitting on both sides, and the same sharpness of the spots as the center, showing that our
cleaning procedure results in well-defined and clean surfaces over the entire crystal. b) Spot splitting over
row spacing (ss/rs) ratios measured across the range of the two crystals. Arrows indicate positions of the
images in a). Black/grey lines indicate the expected values on stepped (111) and (001) surfaces. c) Top row:
STM images of the c-Ag(111) crystal at -1.6 mm from center, apex and 2.2 mm from center(left to right).
At the apex, very large terraces are observed, with terrace widths comparable to that of flat (111) crystals
typically used in experiments. Bottom row: STM images of the c-Ag(001) crystal at the apex, 1.8 and 2.3 mm
from the apex (from left to right).
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mocouple connectivity to the sample may have significant influence on the accuracy

of the experiments while maintaining precision. Here, water desorption from thick

layers provides us with an internal thermostat that allows us to responsibly compare

subtle differences at lower coverages, even when experiments were carried out on two

crystals at different times.

In the following we elucidate step for step the observations that allow us to internally

calibrate temperature readings from separate sets of data: Firstly, figure 6.3a) shows

TPD spectra from Ag(001) at various initial coverages. Only one desorption feature

is present with the typical shape of 0th order desorption: all traces follow the same

onset, then rapidly drop off at a point determined by the different coverages. This 0th

order behaviour is observed for all Ag surfaces, i.e. not only on the c-Ag(001) crystal,

but also on the c-Ag(111) crystal.

Next, comparing desorption from different surfaces on the c-Ag(001) crystal after the

same dose in figure 6.3b) demonstrates a good overlap in onset, height and overall

shape of the desorption feature. This confirms that there is no temperature gradient

across the surface of our crystal. Again, the same is observed when comparing the

same dose on various surfaces on the c-Ag(111) crystal. We conclude that high cover-

ages of H2O give the same 0th desorption feature independent of Ag surface structure,

in agreement with results obtained by Klaua and Madey.[11] However, when compar-

ing data from the (001) and the (111) surface in figure 6.3c), the onset of desorption

differs visibly. This must be due to slight experimental differences in our temperature

measurements at the two different crystals. We thus need to adjust the temperature

scales of the two sets of data. As we do not know which scale is closer to the actual

temperature, we arbitrarily choose to shift surfaces on the c-Ag(001) crystal to match

the onset of the c-Ag(111) surfaces. Analysing the onset of desorption from all mea-

sured surfaces after 120 L doses gives a difference of 2.8 K between the two crystals.

Shifting data from Ag(001) by 2.8 K in figure 6.3d) results in a matching onset of des-

orption with Ag(111). When comparing various surfaces on the two crystals we now

observe the same good overlap as observed internally on each crystal. This obser-

vation allows us to internally calibrate our temperature measurements between the

two sets of experiments. In the following all data from the c-Ag(001) crystal is shifted

by the same value, regardless of coverage. This temperature shift is crucial as in the

following section we are investigating rather subtle surface dependencies in water

adsorption, i.e. the influence of terrace and step geometries on the overall weak in-

teractions between water and the Ag surfaces.

SUBMONOLAYER COVERAGES

In order to probe metal-water interactions directly we dose amounts of water result-

ing in submonolayer coverages. Experiments on the two curved crystals were carried

out at the same surface temperature and with the same dosing flux, to ensure that
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Figure 6.3: a) TPD spectra from Ag(001) after various doses of the He/H2O gas mixture. Doses from 40 L,
120 L (bold), 240 L, and 480 L. The spectra follow the same onset, with the position of the peak maximum
depending on the dose. This behaviour is typical for 0th order desorption. The same behaviour at varying
doses was observed at all measured surfaces on both the c-Ag(001) and c-Ag(111) crystal. Doses refer to
the pressure of the He/H2O mixture dosed during experiments. b) TPD spectra from Ag(001) (grey bold)
and stepped surfaces (green) after the same (120 L) dose. The spectra overlap very well, showing consistent
dosing within one set of experiments and no surface dependency of the desorption feature. Similarly, dos-
ing the same amount at different surfaces on the c-Ag(111) crystal resulted in overlapping TPD spectra.[14]
c) Comparing TPD spectra from Ag(001) (grey bold) and Ag(111) (black) after a dose of 120 L, reveals that
the onsets don’t overlap. d) Shifting the Ag(001) data in b) by 2.8 K gives a good overlap of the onset of
desorption in both cases.

differences in desorption temperature are not due to these experimental parameters.

Here, differences in desorption from different surfaces become apparent as demon-

strated in figure 6.4a). The two left panels show TPD spectra obtained after a 4 L dose

of the He/H2O mixture using the c-Ag(111) crystal. We have previously determined

this dose to correspond to a surface coverage of 0.06-0.08 ML.[14] The higher back-

ground signal after the desorption peaks (in figure 6.3 and 6.4) is due to the long vac-

uum time constant of water in our apparatus. While we have previously described an

adequate background subtraction to correct for this,[23] we here show the raw data

where only the background before the peak is set to zero. Spectra for surfaces con-

taining the A-(B-)type steps are shown in the left (middle) panel. From bottom to top,

step density increases. Firstly, the typical shape of 0th order desorption is lost and in-

stead a more symmetric peak is observed that can be fitted well with a Gaussian line

shape. The center of the fitted Gaussian line shape for the (111) apex is indicated as

a dashed line. As we increase step density for both A- and B-type steps, the center of

the Gaussian fits shift visibly to higher temperatures.

Results from experiments performed with the c-Ag(001) crystal after a 8 L dose of

the He/H2O mixture are shown in the right panel of figure 6.4a). Results after a 4 L

dose show the same trends but the water desorption signals are barely distinguish-

able from the baseline and difficult to fit. In both cases the same flux as in the experi-
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ments on c-Ag(111) was used. Additionally, a 16 L dose also shows the same, allowing

us to exclude a coverage dependence on desorption. Contrarily to c-Ag(111), the peak

desorption temperature at the (001) apex, indicated with the grey dashed line, shows

no clear shift as the density of A’-type steps is increased. The peak desorption tem-

perature of (001) even seems marginally higher than at the stepped surfaces.

We analyze our data quantitatively by considering the Gaussian fit parameters. Each

fit yields three parameters, i.e. a peak desorption temperature, an amplitude and

a width. The peak desorption temperatures as obtained from our fits are plotted

against step density in figure 6.4b). Note that both step density axes (c-Ag(111) at

the bottom and c-Ag(001) at the top) are extended considerably beyond the densi-

ties present on the curved crystals. The range on the crystals is indicated by vertical

dashed lines.

For the c-Ag(111) crystal, the desorption temperature monotonically increases with

step density over the entire crystal curvature. A linear fit to the data for the A-type

steps (blue), indicates that the desorption temperature increases with 22 K·Å. Error

bars to the linear fit are represented by the shaded area. On the B side the increase is

significantly steeper, 44 K·Å. Error bars are of similar size, but not shown for clarity.

We have also analyzed the amplitude and width parameters - they show no trend

with step density and vary only marginally over the entire step density range that was

investigated. This indicates that the area under the curves, i.e. the H2O coverage,

does not vary significantly between experiments and thus confirms consistency in

the very small doses of water required for these measurements.

In line with our qualitative observation from figure 6.4a), the desorption temperature

for c-Ag(001) crystal in figure 6.4b) is mostly independent of step density. A linear fit

to the data yields a small negative slope of −2.6 K·Å. When extrapolating this linear

fit, a change in desorption temperature of <0.7 K is implied over the range of (001) to

(311), i.e. the smallest possible (001) terrace separated by A’-type steps. The shaded

area reflects that this slope is smaller than the uncertainty in the fit.

6.4. DISCUSSION

Submonolayer desorption from Pt, a metal that more strongly interacts with water,

but also shows no thermal dissociation, is reflected in two separate desorption peaks

for terraces and steps.[6, 24] Similarly, for the stepped Ni (11 11 9) surface, a separate

desorption peak of molecular water from steps could be identified.[25, 26] For various

stepped Pt(111) surfaces with A-type steps, we have found that the desorption peak

attributed to the step occurs at the same temperature regardless of step density.[27]

Considering the similarity of Pt and Ag in not dissociating water, we have previously

explained the linear shift in peak desorption temperature for c-Ag(111) as also re-
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Figure 6.4: a)) Desorption of submonolayer coverages of water from various Ag surfaces after doses of 4 L
(c-Ag(111) crystal) and 8 L (c-Ag(001) crystal) of a He/H2O mixture.(111) and (001) terrace width are varied
from bottom to top, showing 100 nm, 15, 10, and 8 atom wide terraces, with A-type (blue), B-type (red) and
A’-type (green) steps respectively. Gaussian fits for each spectrum are also shown. Dashed lines indicate the
center of Gaussian fits at the (111) or (001) surfaces. b) Desorption temperatures at different step densities,
as extracted from the Gaussian fits. Top axis shows step densities on the c-Ag(001) crystal, bottom axis
shows step densities on the c-Ag(111) crystal. Both axes are scaled to range from the apex of the crystal
to the step density of the (311) surfaces would be found, 0.2308 Å−1 on the top axis and 0.2398 Å−1 on the
bottom axis. Dashed lines indicate the edges of our crystal, 4 mm and 15.5 ° from the apex. Straight lines
were fitted to the data and extrapolated to (311) in the case of A-type and A’-type steps. The B-type steps
do not run toward this surfaces.

sulting from two independent contributions from terraces and steps.[14] However,

the peak temperatures of the individual contributions apparently differ so little that

desorption is not deconvoluted in our experiments on Ag and only a single peak is ob-

served. A simple modelling exercise using two individual Gaussian contributions rep-

resenting step and terrace desorption for a fixed total coverage at different surfaces

confirms an apparent linear shift in desorption temperature for the convoluted peaks.

Assuming the shift is due to an increasing contribution of desorption from steps in-

dicates stronger binding at the steps than at terraces. This pragmatic, but somewhat

risky interpretation of desorption temperature with binding energy, is supported by

STM studies on Ag(111) which have also shown that H2O preferentially binds to step

edges on Ag(111).[28, 29]

At the apex of our c-Ag(111) surface, the step density is far too low to accommo-

date the submonolayer coverage of water, and water desorbs predominantly from

(111) planes. As steps become more closely spaced moving toward the sides of our

c-Ag(111) crystal, a growing fraction of the fixed total coverage desorb from step sites.

The steeper slope in figure 6.4b) indicates a larger difference in peak desorption tem-
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perature for the B-type step than the A-type step in comparison to the Ag(111) plane.

It is noteworthy that the same step-type effect was observed for Pt.[23]

In the absence of a general and specific understanding of diffusion rates of monomers

and water clusters on low-Miller index surfaces of metals,[30] we will here assume

similar diffusion rates of water on the (001) terraces as on the (111) terraces and con-

sequently the formation of ice clusters on both terraces and steps. In the following

we extend the interpretation of the shift in peak desorption temperature to our re-

sults for c-Ag(001). The absence of a detectable shift within our uncertainty implies

that if there are two separate contributions, the peak desorption temperatures must

be so close that varying step-to-terrace ratios does not yield a clear shift. We con-

clude that A’-type steps do not bind water molecules more strongly than the (001)

terraces. Since there appears to be no preference for desorption from steps or ter-

races, it may be suggested that water cluster nucleation should happen evenly over

the entire surface, regardless of the presence of steps. Similarly, in a previous study

using electron energy loss spectroscopy, no separate step and terrace contributions

could be observed for water adsorbed on Ag(115), a stepped surface with (001) ter-

races and A’-type steps.[8]

Due to the range of surface structures contained on our c-Ag(111) crystal, we can

only measure desorption temperatures that are a combination of desorption from

(111) terraces and steps. In figure 6.4b), the data from A-type steps shows a clear

linear trend, indicating that the observed desorption peak is indeed a linear com-

bination of the two contributions (of water desorbing from terraces and molecules

desorbing from steps). In order to separate the terrace and step contributions we

extrapolate the fit to (311), a surface that can be seen as only consisting of A-type

steps with no terraces (figure 6.1a) ). Thus, the contribution from terraces in a lin-

ear combination would be zero. The temperature we obtain from this extrapolation

to (311) corresponds to the step contribution of desorption temperatures we mea-

sure on our crystal. At this point we must stress that this extrapolation cannot predict

which desorption temperature would actually occur for H2O on Ag(311), as highly

corrugated surfaces like this often feature different surface structures than those ob-

served at stepped surfaces with wider terraces.[4, 31–34] We can not say how far the

linear dependence of desorption temperature on step density extends beyond the

surface range of our crystals. We therefore solely use this extrapolation to extract the

step contribution on the surfaces contained on the curved crystals.

As (311) only consists of square {100} microfacets adjacent to hexagonal {111} micro-

facets, the steps could also be seen as A’-type steps when approaching the step edge

from the other direction, see figure 6.1a). Strikingly, extrapolating the linear fit of data

from the c-Ag(001) crystal towards (311) gives the same value with the same error

bars. This indicates that the A- and A’-type steps at surfaces present on our crystals

have the same binding energy for water. They can therefore be considered the same
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step type in regards to both their atomic arrangement and chemical behaviour. As

the A- and A’-type steps would give the same desorption temperature, the different

trends in desorption temperature between stepped Ag(111) and stepped Ag(001) sur-

faces must indicate the difference in binding energy of the two terrace types flanking

the steps.

The linear dependence of desorption temperature on step density can reasonably be

expected to hold true until the terraces become so short that the structures nucleat-

ing at the step edges must change in order to accomodate the water clusters on the

surface. On Ag(111) terraces, hexamers as the smallest nucleation cluster at very low

coverages have previously been observed by STM.[12] These hexamers would not fit

flat on short terraces even before (311) is reached. Further studies of H2O adsorbed

on steps of Ag surfaces with short terrace lengths would be very helpful in order to

evaluate for which structures the linear trends in desorption temperature can still

hold true.

Applying a Redhead analysis using the extremes of the desorption temperatures from

the linear fits in figure 6.4b) suggests that the binding energy difference for Ag(111)

and the A-type step is 1.04 kJ/mol. The difference in binding energy for Ag(001) and

the A’-type step is at most on the order of 0.17 kJ/mol. Here, we have used the des-

orption temperatures as extrapolated to Ag(311) for both A- and A’-type steps. These

small differences were likely not observable to Klaua and Madey[11] in their flash des-

orption experiments with limited spatial resolution. In contrast, here it proves that in

our spatially resolved experiments we can achieve an accuracy well within chemical

accuracy.[35]

6.5. CONCLUSIONS

Due to the design of our experiments, the interactions between water molecules and

Ag surfaces can be probed consistently and in great detail. We have shown the influ-

ence of both terrace and step type on the adsorption of water on stepped surfaces of

a weakly reactive hydrophobic metal.

Within the interpretation that desorption reflects binding, on the c-Ag(111) crystal,

the steps bind water molecules measurably stronger than the (111) terraces, resulting

in a desorption temperature shift as the step density increases. We detect changes

in binding energy that vary less than < 1 kcal/mol, which is considered ’chemical

accuracy’. The binding energy at the two step types can also be shown to not be the

same - the difference between B-type steps and the (111) terrace is twice as large as

the difference between the A-type step and the same terrace. On the c-Ag(001) crystal,

the A’-type steps bind water approximately equally strong as the (001) terrace. As a

result the desorption temperature at very low coverages does not change significantly

with step density. We predict that on (001) terraces water cluster nucleation is not
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dominated by steps.

As the trendlines for water desorption from surfaces with A-type steps and A’-type

steps runs towards the same value at the maximally stepped (311) surface, we con-

clude that the steps themselves have the same binding energy for water and can in

fact be seen as the same type of step. However, here we can clearly see the influence

of the different terrace types. When extending the (111) facets from (311), we see a de-

crease in desorption temperature, indicating a weaker binding at the (111) terraces.

On the other hand, extending the (001) facets from (311) doesn’t result in a change in

desorption temperature, indicating that the (001) terraces have a very similar binding

energy. The difference indicates the fundamental difference between (111) and (001)

terraces and illustrates the influence of terrace type on adsorption at steps. Control-

ling the combination of terraces and steps in terms of terrace type, step type and step

density thus provides an extremely sensitive tuning mechanism for the location of

water nucleation.
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